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,
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21st, 1939.

(Not to be published before that time)

Tonight marks the close of the seventh week of the war.

Hitler had fixed in advance the day of his assault and Poland,

endeavouring to resist the devastation of her homes, was harried. Her

army was destroyed, but the memory of its valour is indestructible.

aggressor calculated that such swift and ruthless action

in the East would intimidate the friends of Poland in the best. But it

was not in the character of either France or Britain to desert an ally.

Tomorrow will be the seventh Sunday since our prime Minister,

who had exhausted every means of conciliation, announced that Germany

had rejected our ultimatum to withdraw her troops from Poland, and that

our task thence-forwarG had become nothing less than this - "to redeem

Europe from the perpetual and recurring fear of German aggression and to

enable the peoples of Europe to preserve their independence and their

liberties”.

That is a great task - a supreme task - and the war will not end

until it is completed.

VJe have settled down - each one of us - to play our appropriate

part and the virtue most required of all is the virtue of patience.

Everybody is a participant in this war. Our confidence and

our faith in the motive which inspires us are our armour on the Home Front

Three courses are open to Nazi Germany:-

To try and smash through by land, sea and air; to remain

quiescent in the hope that we will prematurely take up the offensive

A&v—-
against fcjn* or to lure u& into the discussion of specious terms of

peace.

I will examine these courses one "by one.
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Recent military experience shows that an offensive against

prepared positions is unprofitable. Poland had no Maginot Line on

which to withstand the heavy onslaught made against her. On the

'Western Front there are strong defences and they become stronger every

day. The enemy will pay dearly for any massed attack upon them.

Our Commanders are not likely, in advance of the time that

suits them, to risk unnecessarily the lives of those who compose

our Armies.

Consequently up to the present this war has differed

from our preconceptions. Me thought, perhaps, that more would

happen - decisive battles hy land, sea and air. On the Home front

we expected to he brought nearer and more quickly to a grim reality.

There have been many night and day ready for action.

It is, however, not a disadvantage that seven weeks have passed

without the need, for implementing the purpose of our comprehensive

preparations.

Despite the apparent inactivity decisive developments

have in fact occurred which should not escape our notice.

The constant cry of Nazi Germany has been since its

inception : 'Give us a free hand in the East.' n
.

There was a long agenda of conquests to he made in that

direction. Poland was hut an item. The Baltic States were to he

dominated, hut from these German nationals are now in retreat.

Russia lias claimed this sphere of influence.

The cornfields of the Ukraine were coveted. Russia has
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made sure of this harvest.

Through Poland Nazi Germany was to have an entrance

to Roumania. This entrance has Been Barred -By Russia.

’’Berlin - Baghdad !”. Turkeyalone could Be the avenue to

this ambition. Turkey a Brave and respected friend, stands firmly

in the path* Iraq is our loyal and unshakeaßle ally.

Nasi Germany can assess her eastern Balance sheet after

seven weeks of war. Turning now to the West, the expulsion of

Nazi Gorman commerce from the sea is incontrovertible*

We have lost a fraction of our tonnage - less than

3/. We still have 21 million tons of shipping of our own.

he have lost two important ships of the Fleet.

Valiant lives have been forfeited in the sea as in the air. he

do not underestimate this sacrifice.

Our Auxiliary Air Force, as one of the pilots, I hear,

pu-t . it, lost its amateur status at Fosyth this week, and on

its first opportunity, assisted By the A.A*guns, giving their

Baptism of fire, accounted for one in four of the invaders.

With the help of the Mercantile Marine, the British

Expeditionary Force has Been safely and silently carried to

France* It is the vanguard of the Great Army now training in

Britain*
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This in its turn will be increased by Militiamen in their age

groups - another 250,000 registered today - and by volunteers of all ages

fit for military service. Of these we have already taken 50,000. I may

add that our armies will be officered in the future almost entirely by

promotions from the ranks.

The final .magnitude of our effort will depend on the extent to

which factories can supply equipment and munitions for our men. I appeal

to them - to their workmen and directors - to intensify their part.

The Dominions are making ready their contingents to stand beside

our own. They never fail to emphasize our solidarity. Their Ministers

are even now on their way to London to discuss the best means of consolidating

the Imperial effort.

Indian troops are in position at several strategic points.

India and all other parts of the Empire are anxious to take an increasing

share•

As the days pass, Nazi Germany must watch this gathering

momentum and realise that time is on the side of France, of Britain and

the Empire.

I will now speak of the third course by which the enemy may try

to escape from the venture on which he started.

It is the one against which we must be most carefully on our

guard.

No peace proposals, which rely for their sanction on a broken word

can be considered.

EstablishmentNothing but of a new order, from which the

menace of Nazi oppression is removed, can justify us in laying down

our arms.

There is something more, something greater, in this war than a

combat between opposing armies; something more eternal than a grapple in

the skies between the Spitfires of Britain and the Heinkels of Nazi

Germany; something more desperate than a death struggle between the U

Boats and the Destroyers.
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There is a conflict between the forces of good and the forces

of evil, and what has to be determined is which shall possess the soul

of countries and of man*

We did not enter the fight merely to reconstitute Czecho

Slovakia. Nor do we fight merely to reconstitute a Polish State.

Our aims are not defined by geographical frontiers. We

are concerned with the frontiers of the human spirit.

This is no war about a map. It is a war to re-establish the

conditions in which nations and individuals - including (may I say?)

the German nation and individuals can live or live again.

There can be no question of our wavering in any degree. This

tyranny, whose challenge we have accepted, must and will be abased.

Those who take up the sword are said to perish by the sword.

Yet there have been those, using, this wear-on, who have been entitled to

respect.

Alexander the Great, was a conqueror, but he spread the

riches of Greek civilisation to the Orient.

Caesar was a conqueror, but he extended the justice of Roman

Law.

Napoleon was a conqueror, but he carried some principles of

enlightenment with his standards*

What boon does the leader of Nazi Germany bring?

What iota of happiness has he granted even to Austria, a

German speaking people?

For what will he be remembered?

For his tortures, for his concentration camps, for his

secret police, for his ignoble effort to spin Europe into a web of

racial hatred and religious persecution*

Only the defeat of Nazi Germany can lighten the darkness

which now shrouds our cities end lighten the horizon for all Europe

and the world*
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